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By the too partial judgement

of some members

of our associa-

tion, to whose wishes I could

not but assent, the duty has been

committed

for this occasion an account

to me of preparing

life and labors of the late distinguished

ornament

of the

and acknowledg-

ed head of our profession, Dr. Nathan Ryno Smith.
When I consider the position occupied by this eminent
in

the

esteem

of all

whose

privilege

of those

than in the relations
from the task
stamped

his

colleagues

it was

of professional

of endeavoring

and

to know

a character

ideal of professional

everyone

in contemplating

by comparison

excellence

judicial

come far short of that'

my subject has formed for himself, and

of the last work
passed

task

which has

with which any picture that my pen can draw, shall

life had devoted
recently

I shrink

and of moral worth which

be indeed but a " counterfeit presentment."
A distinguished critic of our own time
discussion

closely

and hearts of many here present.

For I am well aware that I must inevitably
high

affections

more

usage and courtesy,

to portray

itself upon the minds

in the
him

man,

himself

of a great

in entering

philosopher

to the study of medicine,

away, has confessed

of pronouncing

that

behalf his emotions

were so enlisted

judgement.

the lines of that venerable

"All

before us," he says;

"all the 1ittle peculiar

from which scholars

and state~men

loved

the

who in early
and had but

he felt unequal

upon the labors
that

upon

to the

of one in whos :

he could not trust his
countenance

arc

cadences

of that voice.

to receive

the lessons
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of a serene and benevolent
whatever

relation

I consider

a clear and perspicuous
surgeon

wisdom, arc in our cars."
our departed

teacher,

and physician,
of seeking

I am prompted
parted

as a beneficent

countenance

of many here can without

juniors

of his counsels,

which he always

: his readiness

that rare diagnostic

friend,

me;

and

and work,

whose

master was

aid supply such pic-

revert.

so often in consultation;

ed the advantage

successful

father, my father.

tures as those to which my thoughts

deference

as

character

of the Hebrew

from hirn.. to say only-\'Iy

as he appeared

and

arc before

to analyze his professional

in the spirit

The memories

chieftain, whether

or as a most kind and considerate

all the lines of his venerable
instead

And so, in

You can recall him

and who that has enjoy-

can ever forget the courteous

showed for the opinions

to aid them in bearing

even of his

their burdens;

or

skill with which he seemed to reach his con-

clusions almost by intuition.
In your minds' eye you can sec him in the amphitheatre
attitude

of dignity and command

.As he illustrates

and

which

in the

always belonged

enforces his teaching,

he points

to him.

to the dia-

grams on the wall, and h is wand must always be at hand, for like the
magician's

divining

with the exercise
morning

rod it seems to have some mystic connection

of his powers.

rounds through

Or again

the hospital

he is going his early

wards, setting in clear light

the leading points in the cases before him; mingling
instruction
ment

to the students

to the sick, and

chances

to be a child.

which our memories
Nathan
town

R. Smith

of Cornish,

Hampshire,

his words of

with those of kindl iness and encourageoften

of gentle

humour,

Such

arc some

of the

if the patient
many

pictures

may recall.
was born

on the z t st of May

on the banks of the Connecticut

where his father Dr. Nathan

fessor of Physic and Surgery

in Yale

Smith,

College,

1797 in the
river in New

afterwards

Pro-

had been for ten

5
years

engaged

in the practice

often found a not unnatural
country

of his profession.

interest

in tracing

and climate may have exerted

Biography

has

the influences

that

upon its subjects;

as well

It is no doubt

as those which are due to hereditary

transmission.

of importance

the life of any man, what have

to inquire, in studying

been the means by which his mind has been shaped for the pursuits to which it has been applied, and what share such influences
have had in moulding

it and giving it the bent it has taken;

far they may have favoured
in after years;

or on the

hand, to what

been inimical to it, and needing therefore
come.
The region of New England

soil and climate

to be resisted and overSmith the elder

of his life, was in its com-

rivers and lakes, and in the austerity

not unlike

the

whence many of its original settlers
acter has often been stamped
impress traceable

degree they have

in which Nathan

was born, and passed a large portion
bination of mountains,

t c rn followed up

the course that has
other

how

"Caledonia
emigrated,

upon the children

for generations.

stern

of its

and

wild"

and whose charof its soil with an

Here too it might

then

have

been said that
" Its blea.k hills alford
But man and steel. the soldier and his swor.I."

It was a school 'of hard

endurance,

and of continual

conflict

with nature and with foes more savage than nature in her sternest
mood. _ And accordingly
joined the Vermont
sions that

soldiery

constantly

he narrowly

Indian

in ambush.

engaged

in this service;

escaped

Smith at one time'

to repel the Indian

the frontiers

of the state.
how long

but in after life he frequently

and hardships

the pioneers

of civilization

invaOn

death from a shot fired by an

It is not known

the struggles

Besides this actua]

organized

threatened

one occasion
lying

we find that Nathan

of this early

campaign

against the inroads

warfare, he was engaged

he was

referred to

carried on by

of savage foes.
in other pursuits

G
incident

to the time and the unsettled

.tended to produce

habits of fortitude

of his time was occupied
ed the neighborhood
was often
hunter's

and endurance.

in destroying

beasts of prey that infest-

by

the

excitements

and

It was the custom for parties

of these excursions

it is stated that"

ions in mid winter at a distance
exhausted,

depth, rendered

from home

the surface

travelling

several days, subsisting
game he had taken.
were removed,

father's,

expeditions.

On one

with a slender

stock

While waiting for their return his supplies

on which, softening

entirely

tQen many feet in

Here he was detained

on the

unsalted

flesh of some

By the time the impediments

he was suffering,

in consequence

the nearest house

Such were the schools

to travelling

of exposure

disease.

at which,

he was for many months

were

a sudden thaw came

of the snow,

impracticable.

food, with severe and distressing

ty he reached

of a

he was left by his compan-

and, what was more unfortunate,

improper

work

pleasures

of young men to be

absent from home for many days on such

of provisions.

which

A portion

of his early home, and this necessary

diversified

life.

state of the country,

and

'With difficul-

and afterwards

at his

confined by sickness."*

in which we may suppose he learned

early lessons in that boldness

and self-reliance

wards his prominent

as a surgeon,

qualities

mitted in as large a degree

as he himself

which

his

were after-

and which he trans-

possessed

them, to his

. son.
Leading

thus a life of industry

his twenty-fourth
thoughts

year, when an event occurred

into a new channel,

fession of medicine
distinguished

he attained

which turned

and led him to embrace

of which for more

his

the pro-

than forty years he was a

member.

Things small in themselves
". "Address

and bold adventure,

by Prof. Knight

have often a far reaching significance,

of 'Yale Col leg".
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Tile event referred to was his presence
fanned

by Dr. Josiah

Goodhue,

that part of New England.

at a surgical

then the most

operation

noted

per-

surgcon

in

We know not what it was; but however

trivial its nature may have been, it was of importance

as determin-

ing perhaps. not only his own course in life, but that of his son, his
grandsons,

and possibly

surgeons

yet to be.

of generations
Such

was the impression

mind by what he then witnessed,
and interest

excited

medicine

student.

The aptitude

and asked

made

to Dr. Goodhue

to be received

and promise

impressed

line of
upon his

and so much were his curiosity

that he expressed

to study

to have favourably

in the descending

his desire

in his office as a

that he showed seem at once

his future preceptor;

and after hav-

ing followed the advice then given in regard to a course
liminary study, he remained
instruction.

On completing

practice of his profession

this term

at Cornish.

of study,

he began

His natural

majority

study and labor, placed him in advance

himself to
of the large

of the medical men with whom he came into competition.

Throughout

the provincial

portions

cation was then very imperfect,

of the country

and professional

edge were far behind what had been attained
Distinction

might therefore

of science

won in a contest

But conscience

and pride

and so with the desire of acquiring

as taught

he repaired

there the courses

skill and knowl-

Smith to seek a level only just above ignor-

ance and pretentiousness;
the country,

medical edu-

in the larger towns.

have been cheaply

with what was lower than mediocrity.
alike forbade Nathan
principles

the

endowments

aided by the vigor and industry with wh ich he devoted
professional

of pre-

for three years under Dr. Goodhue's

Philosophy.
At the end of the term
yredicine, after submitting

in the first school of learning

to Harvard

of lectures

the

University,

on YIedicine, Surgery
he took

the Degree

an inaugural

in

and and attended
and Natural

of Bachelor

thesis on the 'Circulation

of

of the Blood,' which was of such merit that
direction

of the Faculty.

knowledg-e

Returning

and resources

he resumed

his practice.

again in later life with the desire of fitting
a special duty
had

that

he had undertaken,

then become

London

recognized

Black had

ment at Dartmouth

projected,

of -Medicine

and

as a teacher,

together

the better for

to whose school the teaching
which caused

of

it to be

of medical knowledge,

of this sojourn

abroad was the establish-

and in which

Surgery.

naturally

he was appointed

in 18 [3.

with his established

suggested

in that

institution,

on the Theory

and

fame as a physician and

his name to the authorities

He accepted

lectures

Professor

The ability which he here displayed

College, when the medical department
founded

once

College of a medical school which Dr. Smith

had himself

surgeon,

himself

And

and spent a year partly in

given a reputation

as the fountain-head

The special occasion

by

he left a practice which

large and Iucrative,

and partly in Edinburgh,

vl onro and

it was published

then to Cornish with ampler

of Yale

of that seat of learning

was

the chair to which he was invited

delivered

there

and Practice

an annual

of Surgery

course

of

and Physic, until

his death in 1823.
I have dwelt thus at leng-th on the chief incidents
Nathan

Smith

career;

and because

viewed

in connection

working

the

because

which

readily transmissible
the physical

by descent;

side of human

dowments.

The tendency

the unchecked

of life.

of a surgeon

Some

of the

would seem to be

those, namely, which belong to

nature,

and ease of movement,

Celsus gave so high a place

illustrate

the free play of which is so often

circumstances

go to the making

his son's

to see how the two lives

with each other

with by various

qualities

in the life of

it fore-shadowed

it is interesting

of the law of heredity,

interfered

celerity

elder,

such as keenness

and that ambidexterity

in his summary
to hereditary

of eye,
to which

of a surgeon's

resemblance

en-

in mental

faculties

may be just

delicacy

and more complex

instrument

as strong;

of intellectual

but possibly

character

action,

the balance

its parts may be more easily disturbed;
seen in children

a wider departure

parent, sometimes
of deterioration,

in the way
than

is the case with their

you turn to the majestic portrait
you to-night,

same enterprise

without

which

stands before

of purpose,

tempered

the

with cauof large

the practice

R. Smith,

"In

displayed

an original and inventive

of surgery,"

he says, "Prof.

mind.

which will stand
and

Smith

His friends claim for

of scientific principles,

of a mind fertile in expedients,

in a brief

with equal truth be applied to

himself.

in practice,

if

that they were always ready for use

sketch, wrote of his father, might

of resources

earnestness

the late Prof. Nathan

him the establishment

and

there delineated,

of the son which
boldness

of the

structure.

Smith,

which grew out of the possession

resources, and the knowledge
The words

physical

and features

rashness,

tion, and self-confidence

level

and sometimes

of the elder

you can see the same

of

is commonly

mental

of improvement,

of the form

which is the

and proportion

and there

from the

Some of you have seen the'likeness
with the recollection

from the greater

of the organ

and

the invention

as lasting

unshackled.

monuments

by the dogmas

of the schools."
It is curious
accuracy,

while describing

ing a portrait
During

and interesting

to see in these words with what

his father, he was unconsciously

draw-

of himself.

the residence

subject of these

remarks,

of the elder Smith at Cornish his son, the
was born.

In that town and in Dart-

mouth he passed the earlier years of a life which was to be devoted to his father's calling, and in which
reputation
career.

he was destined

as great as that which had crowned his father's
His early education

was received

at Dartmouth,

to win a
surgical
and in

io
IS [3 he entered

Yale College as a freshman,

graduating

there in

) S) 7 at the age of twenty.
After

completing

his professional

his academic

studies, he spent

ginia as classical

tutor

Fauquier

a gentlerr.an

To this

County,
sojourn

in the south
to the Southern

institutions

about a year and a half in Vir-

in the family of Mr. Thomas

early attachment
Southern

course, and before beginning

of worth

and

may perhaps

social

and politics,

which

of the decline and fall of the Southern

be ascribed

cause.

) 823 he received the degree of Doctor
then

much

chiefly of antiquarian
importance,

discussed,

interest,

was whether

while

On returning

or are always

nervous

system.

classical

experiments

of nerve propagation
of absorption
therefore

its results

are wrought
impression

physiological

through
on the

of

J

the true view that has been substantiated

823 in his inaugural
and defended

by the labors, and reas-

referred to.
further,

doctrine

It is interesting

by many.

the young student

the subject

of

and of Brodie, and the theory

thesis in which he discussed this subject, embraced
physiologists

conditions

had not then been settled by the

of Magendie

onings of the great

is now

are of immense

in many

as against the sound

in 1827, he pursued

and here in

which as a question

due to a primary

was still maintained

to find that

from

of Medicine.

the first changes

This question

years

in Yale College where

disease, and the effects also of medicines,
the blood,

in

in after life developed

his father then held the chair of Physic and Surgery,
A question

his first

in the disastrous

he began the study of medicine

of

eminence.

people, and his strong interest

into the intense feeling that he manifested
Virginia

Turner

A few years later,

and we find his experi-

ments referred to by Prof. Stille in his valuable work on Therapeutics, along with those of Magendie,
*Stille. '·o!. 1, p. :)1.

Sir Everard

Home and others."
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In [824 Dr. Smith began the practice of his profession
lington,

Vermont;

the professorship
Vermont,

of Surg'ery

and Anatomy

the medical department

ly through

his own exertions,

while still discharging

in the University

of which was organized

aided however

as the colleague

himself

the better

the lectures

the University

that what was intended
returned
acquainted

many pupils.

honorable
pression

rivalry
made

professional

instruction

of the Jefferson

to enter

with the: older

University.

of Dr. Smith,

that

to
with

Mcdi-

into di:itinguished

and

Such was the irn-

upon him and his colleagues

by the ability and
they

and tendered

invited

him to

to him the chair

in the new school.

This position
note that

not con-

was at the time associated

unite with them in their enterprise
of Amtomy

he became

was well known as

and gave private

afterwards

knowledge

resulted

who, tlwugh

in laying the foundations

cal School, destined

sojourn,

to Philadelphia

McClcllan,

This gentleman

at

home, where he never

of Pennsylvania,

and anatomist,

other physicians

as a teacher by

But events so shaped themselves

Soon after going

with Dr. Gcorge

with the view

of instruction

to be only a temporary

nected with the University
an able surgeon

the modes

from his New England

to reside.

who,

of his son.

for his position

and observing

of Pennsylvania.

in a final departure

of

main-

by his father,

The winter of 1825-26, he passed in Philadelphia
of qualifying

to

the duties of his chair in Yale, spent some

weeks in Burlington,

attending

in Bur-

and in the following year he was appointed

he held for two sessions, and it is interesting

during

two gentlemen

his incumbency

was the present

illustrious

phzcus of his order,
"'ill remember

reputation

among his pupils

attained, and happily still live to

who afterwards

enjoy, a world-wide

he counted

to

in theirprofession.

head of American

Prof. Samuel

D. Gross.

how on that day ten years

One of these

Surgery,

the Cory-

And some of you

ago! when the profcs-
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sian in Baltimore
welcome

had assembled

him home on his return from European

surgeon

travel, the great

of the sister city united with us in our ovation

took in our rejoicing.
grey

to do honor to its chief, and to

heads

separated
could

that

learning
gery.

all men

knew,"

they seemed

by no long interval of years;

there

have

been found

good,

to be brothers,

and no where in the world

fitter exponents

and skill which have created
The other

and par-

As we saw them side by side, "the

than they of

the science and art of sur-

pupil to whom I refer was Dr. 'Washington

Atlee, the distinguished
ment of American

ovariotornist,

gynzecology

th;

L.

whose labors in the advance-

are everywhere

held in deserved

honor.
Dr. Smith's

connection

long duration.

with the Jefferson

The chair of Anatomy

of the University

of Maryland,

of Prof. Granville

Sharp Pattison

tendered
change

to Prof. Smith, and
seemed

obvious.

years,

although

had already

throughout

the south and west.

these

was then in its
events occurred

in successful

in professional

practice;

in Baltimore
made;

celebrity
of sur-

of anatomy,

and

in the line of advancement

and the field for surgical

then much less occupied

operation

.its wide

to that

was

of the

And besides, the chair

would be more directly

was therefore

advantages

School

attained

in near succession

when attained

decision

and the position

The

ago, had been

for twenty

gery was apparently

in 1827;

accepted.

infancy, and our own University,
and

was not of

became vacant by the resignation

The Jefferson

more than half a century

School

in the School of Medicine

ambition

than in Philadelphia.

was
His

in 1827 he came to this city to

begin his duties as a teacher, and was soon engaged in extensive surgical

and

Davidge,

medical

practice.

On the

death

of Prof. J 01111 13.

in 1829, Prof. Smith was at once transferred

of Surgery.

In Baltimore

he found a congenial home;

to the chair
fifty years

of his life were c0:11pleted here, and when at the age of four-score

}.).)

he was laid to rest among' us, his name had been for whole lifetimes

a household

Allcghanics

word

throu'ghout

to the Chesapeake,

our

no one

WJ.S

State.
more

From

the

thoroughly

heart and feeling a son of the soil, more truly a Marylander

in
than

he.
A bout [838, Professor
chair of Practice
Lexington,

Sm ith accepted

of Medicine

Kentucky,

in the Transylvania

which necessitated

more for about four months

in the year.

however,

At the

Western

never

an appointment

given up.

University

His residence

then a western

state, and the journeys

serious matters

than they now are.

brought

another

him into contact

ed with the illustrious

work.
frequent

of inAuence

and

in Kentucky

reputation

in public life.

that he became acquaint-

he afterwards

received

welcome and honored

guest at his own house in this city.

fessional engagements

in Washington

ties of meeting

that distinguished

an acquaintance
Webster.
moral

to the

imperfect

with

I may
story,

notion

the
that

betrayed

gave him other

here
Prof

of the

parenthetically,
Smith

Pro-

opportuni-

north, Daniel
for there

has spoken

by \!Ir. Webster

him of the nature and mechanism
while yet he showed a desire

as a

man, and there also he formed

grea~statesman

mention

was

travel and the

with men distinguished

'Clay, whom

with it he

Kentucky

to and fro were far more

This

centre

It was in one of his sojourns

here was

close of each session of the

School during the few years of his connection

of

at

his absence from Balti-

returned here and resumed his professional

establishment,

to the

is a

of the very

in conversation

of the circulation

with

of the blood;

to profit by his opportunity,

repair his defective knowledge.

Surely an important

be derived from a fact like this;

for if he, who by the consent

all was one of the most acute
time, was thus unacquainted
fact upon which

rational

and widely

lesson may

informed

with the fundamental
medicine

rests, how little

and
of

men of his

physiological
is the judg~

ment of even the more educated
in any medical question.

we often see such judgement
their scanty knowledge
theology;

given.

on behalf of mesmerism,

and sometimes,

electicism

pattiics and

and the cou ntless

only because

ignorance

is ever the ready

connected

WZlS

ods WIth three other schools of medicine:
and one in Kentucky.

for brief peri-

one ill Vermon t, one
But

it was in the posi-

tion which he filled for nearly fifty years as Professor
in the University

of Maryland,

it is in association

that his life-work

Surgery.

Soon after corning

pared his work on the Surgical

Anatomy

brought

before

his name

prominently

chair in this school he gave to surgery
the apparatus

contribution
Splint;

which

the profession;

from his

his Lithotome;

here

regarded

he

as his chief

to science, he published

his

of the Lower Extremity.

When he came here he was young;
and his professorial
work and fame.

which he thus incurred
fast efforts to advance

reputation

appointment
The

was however
her interests,

to her credit;

was still to be

was no doubt

obligation

all aid

to the University

amply repaid by his steadand by the lustre which dur-

ing a long course of years he reflected
redounded

which

I mean, of course, his Anterior

and here, as his last offering

in obtaining

and

here he pre-

of the Arteries,

he himself

to surgical appliance",

work on Fractures
achieved,

of Surgery

was done;

with this school that his name will live in the

annals of Arnericar;

invented

even of

are ready to do battle, a outraucc

It has been seen that Prof. Smith
in Pennsylvania,

and flippantly do

Persons will generctlly admit

of jurisprudence,

but how many there

follies which flourish
v.ctim of fraud.

among the laity to be regarded

And yet how readily

upon her.

His

success

his genius and his fame have been, and

will con tin ue to be. her proud possession.
As fellow-alumni
is held in honor

we may rightfully

throughout

the land,

claim that our Alma Mater
Young

graduates,

whl)
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to-clay have won your academic

laurels,

let it be your

effort to maintain

handed

down to you from the

past;

the reputation

to adorn the Sparta in which

have a common

birth-right.

find some of your

brothers

tions among the foremost
Military

generations

years

occupying

medical men of America.

of which we welcome

fessorial chairs

of other

your

R. Smith is held

remembrance.

such as in their aggregate

These

qualities

constitute

as genius

carry their possessor

and

hand to welcome

by which he won his professional

be such a thing

in all these

fellow-graduates;

wherever you may feel the grasp of a brother's
and grateful

responsible

practitioners;

you, there y,)LJ will find a heart in which Nathan
The qualities

in the pro-

schools ; and in the many

spheres of duty you will encounter

in honored

distinguished

here to-night;

and experienced

posi-

In both the

of the public service,

representatives

you

you may, and you will

of preceding

and Naval branches

posts filled by trusted

with other

Go where

constant

genius perhaps;

without

further

them,

in the race

were great acuteness

ary power of adaptation

position,

or if there

be sure that they will
than

genius

of perception,

to circumstances

were

by itself.

an extraordin-

as they

might arise,

promptness

of action which sees what is needed to be done, and

straightway

does it, making"

firstlings of the hand;"
dustr /.

Sir Thomas

to succeed

without

industry."

him a remarkable
genuousness

of the heart to be the

all, indomitable,

or"traits that he possessed

than in a saying

Wilde, ~fterwards

enough

hood.

and above

The combination

be better expressed

the firstlings

of Lord

Lord Truro,

untiring

in-

could hardly

Tenterden

about

that "he had industry

without talents, and talents enough

to succeed

And yet with his great gifts there was about
simplicity

which

of character,

was as incapable

On his face were always

candor frontis honesto:"

and a transparent

of affectation

apparent

the"

in-

as of false-

bene nota fides, et

] Ij
J

I is

came

time

constantly

\\;IS

occupied;

measure,

both

ing his services, and also through

other

ghd

to him in large

to profit by his counsels.

overwhelming

practice

work

from those need-

medical

men

who were

And yet he never aimed at that

which robs life of all rational

and in which the quality
the inverse proportion

for professional
directly

enjoyment,

of the work done is but too apt to be in

to its quantity.

Nor was it his object

to amass a large

often been made by men in his profession

fortune,

such

as has

of far less abilities than

his. While his work secured to him the ample means which industry applied in a large sphere

always

commands,

and while there

were many appeals made by charity to his large-hearted
ity which
teemed

he was ever ready
it a debasement

acquisition
seemed

of money

ever

to

these pregnant
are engaged

be

to answer;

of skill

and knowledge

the prime
actuated

object

by

words, commends

in professional

the

to make the

of his exertions.
spirit

which

to the consciences

He

Bacon,

in

of all who

work:

" I hold every man a debtor to his profession;
as men of COurse do seek to receive
ought they of duty to endeavour
to be a help and ornament

generos-

he would yet have es-

from the which

countenance

themselves,

and profit, so

by way of amends,

thereunto."

I can indeed imagine no higher or nobler success than that which
crowned

Prof.

Smith's

than his elevation

professional

life;

by the wiJling suffrages

for it was nothing

less

of all his brethren

to

the post of leader and chief among them.
In

I S67

when he had completed

his seventieth

made his first and only visit to Europe
taining

year, Prof. Smith

for the purpose

rest and relief from the effects which the unremitting

of a life time had begun to produce
tion.

Though

he had no professional

only

for relaxation

and

amusement,

upon his vigorous

of oblabor

constitu-

objects in view, but traveled
it was but natural that his

]i

attention

should be turned

interests

of his life.

European

hospitals;

he

received

lIe visited

surgeons

He returned

which had

accordingly

and as his reputation

everywhere

-disti nguished
refreshed

to subjects

a cordial

been

many

the chief

of the noted

had long preceded

welcome

from

the

him,
most

of Great Britain and the continent.

home in October

to some deg-ree.

of that

year,

strengthened

and

But painful disease and the infirmities

of age soon began to press upon him, so that

he was compelled

to devote

work;

less attention

not entirely

withdraw

before his death.

to his professional
from practice

was occupied

in office consultations;

he did

until the last few months

Even during this period

of weakness

fering his active mind seemed never to be idle;
Surgery,

yet

and suf-

part of his time

part in preparing

a work on

which, had he left it far enough advanced for publication,

would no doubt have been of great value, as embodying
sults

of

his remarkable

faculties

of observation

the re-

and his vast

expenence.
Professional

subjects

but he was always

occupied

interested

a large

share of his thoughts;

in general

literature;

classic tastes which he had

formed

source of refined pleasure,

When we consider

literature

and what he achieved

regarded

perhaps

training

in science,

as a protest

in behalf

under which the greatest

have been moulded,

the

what he loved in

these

tastes

of a system

may be

of mental

minds of the Anglo-Saxon

and which it is too much

day to treat as obsolete

and

in early life proved to him a

and destined

race

the fashion in our

to be superseded

by other

methods.
The books which in his latter years seemed
delight,

were Homer,

chiefly

Aeneid, and Plutarch's

Lives.

in Lord

And there were more important
ing years his thoughts

constantly

Derby's

to give him

most

translation,

the

themes to which in his declinturned .•
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It was a saying of the Emperor
cellor that "sorn e sp:tce should
iness of life and its close;"
fine»: oportet esse aliquid
contemplation,
corded;

Charles

intervene

"inter

between

wise Chan-

the active bus-

lZl!gotia vita: et supretna»: dlts

fpatii."

Well

were it if such space for

such a " senii pellultima

for the tumult

the Fifth's

sedes"

were always

ac-

and the toil of busy life are not favoura-

ble for calm reflection.

But as the period draws on in which,

as

an old, writer says,
The sours dark cottage, battered and decayed,
Lets in nowligh t through chinks that time has made,

then subjects

which in earlier

years are too often put aside,

or

made light of, come out in bold relief and assume their true proportions.
Prof Smith's

views on the subjects

and its destinies

of man's

immaterial

being

in the future, which at one period of his life were

unsettled,

took afterwards

attention

to these' themes.

many conversations

as he directed more

Upon these subjects I know from very

with him in the past few years, that it would

be his wish, extremum
his mind should

a definite character,

morientis,

llZ1t1lUS

be made

known

that the convictions

to his professional

and I cannot but regard it as a sacred duty to communicate
He had looked

much into the literature

the other forms or Agnosticism,
have been so prolific
found in them nothing

to satisfy him.
Apart

believe

that,

to the higher
without

logic, he detected
abounding

having

l-Ie inquired

of them and

from the fact that such philosophies
needs
given

by an intuitive

of man's
special

process

spiritual
attention

being,

ed to represent

the attitude

of science

school of scientists,

1

to formal

as it, were, the fallacies

in many modern works, which are erroneously

and laborious

and

termed,

and he has told me that he

found them wanting.
are ill-adapted

them.

in which Positivism

as it has been: happily

in our day;

of

brethren;

itself

suppos-

There is an able

not the most intellectual

how-
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ever nor the most profoundly
is an intense dogmatism
strated

truths,

which

pushed

demands

and

research;

too far, so that imagined

with and lend support
upon an adequate

to

d

preconceived

foundation.

reproof

This

is certainly

of'B2r1in,

free and unrestricted

dogma."
Prof. Smith perceived

is not in itself the highest

is a most

are made to square

theory, not really resting

with physicians;
whose thinking

have weight
I mean the
of theologic

and he saw also

that the doubting
taught,

belongs to true philosophy.
For all his doubts and difficulties

a

on all subjects

by any shackles
error;

rece.ved

frame

of mind

or the final state to be attained.

but, as Aristotle

u n-

it is sometimes

fault has lately

this too prevalent

what is often misapprehended,
not doubting,

but wholly

from one whose words should

Virchow

as demon-

method
but

discoveries

with men of science and especially
distinguished

acceptance

use of the deductive

aid to investigation

well-merited

whose greatest blemish

of what arc at best only plausible

verified hypotheses.
No doubt a cautious
valuable

philosophic,

it is doubting

It is

wr!t, which

and for all the "obstinate

questionings"

which will arise in every thinking

and colleague

found that best solution

which

mind, our friend
is ofLreJ

by the-

"'Soe the speech
of l)l'.JL Yi rchow at tho annual
mect.ing of GerlIlRll Natural"
Philosophers
and Physictans,
at Munich, September
2Znd, 1877, in reply to Dr. Hueckle , ,
and the extreme
position assumed by the latter upon the question
of Development
..
The f'ollowl ng passage is of value as showing the judgement
of so able a scientist as.
Yi rchow, upon a hypothesis
for which full acceptance
is cla im s d by many biologists,
u.lthough it is SUPP8rted only by inferential
arguments
without
any direct evidence
::
., You are aware," say . :::,
Prof. Vfrchow.." that I am now specially pursuing the study of
Anthropology.
*
1\'1 an may stand in some connection
with the anirriak
world; bnt J am bound to declare that every posit.ve advance which we have made in
t he province
of pre-historic
anthropology
h as actually
removed
us further
from the
proof of i.nts connection.
*
*
* * Every increase in our possession of the
onjects which t u rriish materials
Jor discussion, has remooed us rurttio from the hY)Jothesis
propounded,
We cannot teach, we cannot pronounce
it to be a cor.quest of science that
man has descended
from any'other
This is in effect the judgement
cest brillunte,

animal."
of the Frcucb

'Jlwis ce n'est pas scientifique.

Aca-Icmy

u pan the same hypothesis;
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Christian

faith.

suffering

of which he had largely

and his support,
the anguish

This he accepted in its fulncss.
not in the thought

and relieve

he found his solace

of all that he had done to allay

the distress

one, might have felt satisfaction
source

to partake,

In the pain and

of others, though

in such a thought,

he, if any

but in the one

of comfort and pardon and peace.

The disease of which

he died and which, as you knoll', is in-

cident to old age, had for several years been gaining ground, and
was more than usually
ous constitution
July,

protracted

by the resistance

made to its adva nee.

r877, a few weeks

that his vigor-

But finally on the 3rd of

after he had completed

his eight.eth

year, the conflict ceased, and he slept in death.
He has left behind him the record
and true

citizen, a magnanimous

full of honors,

and as the welfare

of her classes

and fresh forever.

a brave

Full of years and
and faithful toil.

of our Alma Mater and

were dear to him, so in her halls and

in th e hearts of all her alumni
fragrant

gentleman.

he rests from a life of arduous

Peace to his ashes:
the interests

of a great surgeon,

may his name and his memory be

c..ht.~
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